It is studied how system StNCNre can be utilized to derive reduced dimension multi-parametric quadratic programs that lead to sub-optimal explicit piecewise linear feedback solutions to the state and input constrained LQR problem. This results in a controller of lower complexity and associated computational advantages in the online implementation. At heart of the methods are state space projections using the singular value decomposition.
Introduction
In this work we consider constrained linear quadratic regulators (LQR) [l, 21 . Recently, approaches to the design of explicit solutions in terms of a piecewise linear (PWL) state feedback have been developed [3,4, 5, 61. In particular, numerical algorithms for multi-parametric quadratic programming (mp-QP) has opened for the efficient and exact design of such PWL state feedbacks defined on polyhedral partitions of the state space. However, the complexity of the polyhedral partition often increases rapidly with the dimension of the state vector, and the number of constraints. This has led to several approximate algorithms for solving mp-QP problems being investigated, [7, 81 , with significant reduction in complexity. Moreover, it has led to the investigation of efficient implementation of piecewise linear function evaluation [9, IO] as well as input trajectory parameterization [IO] and restrictions on the active constraint switching [II, 121 in order to reduce the complexity. In the present work we take a different approach to complexity reduction, which can be used in combination with any of the approaches mentioned above. It is based on the idea that in systems with significant s m c~r e (such as cascaded or weakly interconnected subsystems) and with constraints only on a relatively small number of state variables, one may be able to exploit this structure in order to define an approximate mp-QP problem on a sub-space of the state space. This results in a PWL state feedback defined on a lower-dimensional space, combined with a full linear state feedback. The benefit of this is that the mp-QP of reduced dimension requires less computer processing and memory, both offline and online.
Explicit Constrained Linear Quadratic Regulator
Formulating the constrained LQR problem as an mp-QP is briefly described below, see [41 for further details. Consider the linear system z(t + 1) = Az(t) + Bu(t)
(1) where z ( t ) E Rn is the state variable, and u ( t ) E Rm is the input variable. For the current z(t), the constrained LQR solves the optimization problem (2) U*{"<, ..., "*++I} subject to (fork = 0,1, ..., k -1) with ztlt = z ( t ) and the cost function given by
(4)
We assume symmetric R + 0 (positive definite), Q 0 (positive semi-definite), ( The concept of active constraints is insuumental to characterizing the PWL solution. An inequality constraint is said to be active for some x if it holds with equality at the optimum. An explicit representation of the optimal PWL state feedback is given as follows [4] : 
Moreoveer; the critical region CRo C R" where this solution is optimal is given by the polyhedron
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The complexity of solving the mp-QP and implementing the resulting PWL state feedbackincreases rapidly with the number of constraints and the dimension of the state space. In this work we suggest some methods for reducing complexity, where we essentially aim to replace the linear terms E x and FTx in (5)- (6) 3 Feedbackstructure I Consider the feedback structure in Figure I . It contains an inner PWL feedback loop, to be designed by solving an mp-QP, and a linear feedback in the outer loop, to be designed to achieve local LQ optimality. The idea is that the inner PWL loop relies on feedback from a reduced state C = Tx, where theprojectionmatrixT E RPx",with2p < n,ischosensuch that it contains the necessary information to guarantee closeto-optimal control of < to its specified setpoint <' , while fulfilling all constraints on x and U. This amounts to solving an mp-QP with 2p parameters. Proof. For input constraints, the corresponding rows of E are zero. For a generic output constraint y , ; ,
Hence, E can be written (14) where the first block corresponds to input constraints and the two last blocks corresponds to the output constraints with W,V being the Krylov matrix
.
.., (CAN)T)T (15)
For N 2 n, the row rank of TYN equals the row rank of lV, due to Cayley-Hamiltons theorem [ 141. The row rank of E equals the row rank of ~V N , from(l4), and the result follows bv Lemma 1. 0 The above ro\uIts suggest that for the purpose of fullilling the constraints it is sufficient 10 use mformation only ahout those modes of the system that are obsenable from the OUIput = C I . which arc the constrained modes. Obviousl). the reformulation (13) makes \r.n\e only if it i\ pocsible 10 find a projection matrix u,ith p < n / 2 . since otherwise there will be no reduction in the dimension of [he pxanieter space.
The approach is also meaningless if there are only input constraint$ or if p < 171. On the other hand, the idea ic expected 10 he useful uhen the $y$tem possesses significant stmcture, such 3s a cascade \I here 311 constrained states are "close to the inputs" in the sense that there are relatively reu i n t e ptors between the inputs and the constrained states. The suggested feedback structure may also be useful in an approximate setting. In this case p will equal the number of sinzular values of E that are signiticnntly larger than zero. In order to design the fcedback laws. u'e intruduce the similarity trmrform
where the vector C contains the p modes that are observable through y from the constrained states, and e the n -p modes that are not. Hence, the following projections hold: < = VTx, e = 1f;x with 11, E RnxP and VI E RnX("-P), Since lpis orthogonal, the inverse transform is given by x = lf,C + VI e. We define the following projected matrices Fa = VkTF,
We are then in position to reformulate the cost function (5) into the form
+eT(t)yloC(t) + 5 e T ( t ) K e ( t )
where we have introduced the new variable C ' . whose value does not influence the value of J . We now develop a suboptimal strategy by separating the three first terms:
QP on a 2p-dimensional sub-space of the state space, and from the results above it is guaranteed that for any C' the original constraints (6) The superscript index denotes the corresponding column of a ma&. Due to rank(ko) = rn the matnx to the left has full row rank, and there exists a K solving (24). Since ymin < 0, ymar > 0, urnin < 0, umoz > 0, it is clear that there exists a neighborhood of the origin where the optimal control U * (t) has no active constraints [4] . In this set, the dynamics of the inner feedback loop is given by ~( t + 1) = ( A -BkoT)z(t) + Bkor(t) (25) In closed loop with the outer feedback loop C' = K z this leads to (26) and the result follows due to LQ optimality of (26). Proof. Using Y = F H -' F T , [4] , it is straightfornard to show that the last four terms in (17) add up to zero. Hence, we only need 10 consider the following terms
and the result is proven. Cl The LQ cost function is given by Q = diad100.100. IO, 10 .400.160). and R = We &me the h&on N = 50 and the input traj&&y is a piecewise constant function of time parameterized by 3 parameters per input as in [IO] . For this 6th order system the observability matrix of the system (A, C) has rank 2, since there is one integrator between the inputs and each of the two constrained states. Hence, p = m = 2 and the dimension of the mp-QP parameter space is reduced from 6 to 4. This leads to a reduction in the number of regions in the paaition generated by the mp-QP algorithm shows that with the sub-optimal control the cost is increased by 8.7 9% on average and 146.3 % in the worst case.
4 Feedback structure I1 Consider the feedback structure I1 shown in Figure 3 . It contains an inner linear feedback that is LQ-optimal for the unconstrained system, and a PWL outer feedback defined on a lower dimensional sub-space of the state space. The outer loop will be designed by solving an mp-QP to modify the LQ feedback (in a possibly sub-optimal way) such that the constraint arc fulfilled only to some tolerance. Using arguments similar to Theorem 3, the number of nonzero singular values of S equals the rank of the observability matrix of the system ( A -BkLq,C), at least for N 2 n.
We notice that in this case any structural properties of the system ( A , B , C) will typically he lost due to the LQ feedback. Hence, only in mvial special cases will the observability matrix of the system (A -B k q , C ) not have full rank. However, we may still exploit sinnlar ideas to derive a reduced-order mp-QP if some violation of the constraints are allowed. Lemma 4 Let ut be the largest singular value of S that satisfies ut < 00, and assunle X is a compact polyhedral set. 
Since the cnnsuaints are relaxed by an amount E , the optimal solution may violate the constraints. The control is chosen according to the receding horizon policy u * ( t ) = .L&) is sufficient:
Lemma 5 Ifspan(kLq) span(To), then SO in (38) can be chosen such that the input constraints U,,,<" < u ( t ) < uma2 are satisfied at the optimum for any x ( t ) E X.
Proof. Let the sub-mauices G, W and 3 correspond to the constraints umin < u(t) < U , . .
in the form
Gz*(t) 6 rii + S z ( t )
It is straightforward to see that Table 1 summarizes the petiormance degradation and constraint violations over 461 random initial states. Since the constraint are allowed to be violated the average change in cost is close to zero, so we report instead both the maximum increase and decrease in cost relative to the optimal cost. We notice that the ratio between the largest and smallest singular values is small, such that si$-nificant constraint violations and petiomance degradation IS expected in this example. 5 Conclusions Methods for reducing the dimension of the parameter space of mp-QP solutions to explicit constrained LQR problems are investigated. It is shown that for systems with certain structures such dimension reduction can be achieved by state space projections that leads to mp-QPs that require less offline and online computations and computer memory. Examples indicate that the performance degradation may be acceptable in some applications.
